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Nonuniform convergence rates in the central limit theorem for martingale 
difference arrays are derived. The main result is for bounded variables, and a conse- 
quence is a sharp estimate with only two moments. 0 1991 Academic PESS. 1~. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Let (Xn,i, Fn,i, 1 <n, no N) be a martingale difference array (mda). 
A basic result of Brown [2] says, that 
f [E(Xi,i/E,iP 1) + 1 in prob. (1.1) 
i=l 
and 
ic, E(Xi,,I( IX,,il > E)/P’n,i- 1) + 0 
together imply 
in prob. V’E > 0 (1.2) 
SUI:l$(~~~~,i~x)-o(x)l-o. 
Equation (1.2) follows in particular, if for some 6 > 0, 
,g, ~(lX,,i12+26/~,i-1)~0 in prob. 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
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In applications it is important to have convergence rates in such a central 
limit theorem. Theorem 1 of Hlusler and Joos [6] says, that if for some 
6 > 0, 
L n,*S+ Nn.2c5 := f, E(lxn,i12+26) 
i=l 
+li 
(I 
i IE(Xi,i/&-i)-l l+’ <l, 
i=l I > 
then there exists a constant 0 < Cs < co, depending only on 6, such that for 
all XE R, 
Ip (j, xn,iQx)-@(x)( 
~cCG(Ln,26+Nn,26)1’(3+2~)(1+lX12+2~)-1. (1.5) 
This result provides a nonuniform convergence rate under the condition, 
that (1.1) holds in Lltd and (1.4) in L, instead of in probability, i.e, under 
conditions which are only slightly stronger than (1.1) and (1.4), such that 
(1.5) is a rather general result. It should be noted, that (1.5) is exact w.r.t. 
the uniform part Ln,26 + N,,2b (see the example in Hausler [S]), and 
further it is exact w.r.t. the nonuniform part: In the case of independent 
Xn,, . . . . X,, it is well known that the term (1 + )x)2+26)-i is sharp for large 
1x1 if the variables have moments of order 2 + 26; see, e.g., Remark 1 in 
Michel [7]. 
Let (M,), be a sequence of positive numbers with ia M, L 0 and 
IX,,i(<M,, l<i<n, HEN and f~N,.*:=IIC’=l~(x~i/~~.i~l)-lII, 
L 0. Then by (1.5) we get for all 6 > 0 
g~6(~~6/(3+26)+~~:6)l(3+26))(1 + lxj2+2,3-1+ (1.6) 
Since C6 + cc as 6 + 00, inequality (1.6) does not yield precise information 
in the case 6 = co. The aim of the present paper is to derive an extension 
of(1.6)tothecase6=co.Because26/(3+26)~1and(1+6)/(3+26)~4 
for 6 + co, it is natural to expect the exponents 1 and f instead of 
26/(3 + 26) and (1 + 6)/(3 + 26), respectively, and in the nonuniform part a 
function in (xl, which converges faster to 0 than all (1 + Ix[~+~‘))~. 
From now on, let (Xi, E, 1 Q i G n) be a martingale difference sequence 
(mds). A small modification of Bolthausen’s [ 1 ] Theorem 2 gives the 
following uniform estimate 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let M > 0 and 1X,( < M, 1 < i < n, and 
x1=, IE(Xf/e- 1) = 1. Then there is a constant 0 < C< 00, such that 
Note the appearance of the logarithmic factor ln(e+Mp2) on the r.h.s. 
of this inequality in addition to the expected factor M. However, Exam- 
ple 2 of Bolthausen [ 1 ] shows that the rate in this form is optimal, even 
when the individual conditional variances IE(Xf/@-i) are constant: There 
isamda(X,,i,9-,,i, l<i<n, neN) with IX,J<2, lE(X~,i/9~,i-,)=l for all 
n, i and 
lim n”2(ln(n))-1 sup P n- 
“-+CC xeR 
/ ( 1’2 i xn,idx)-@(x)l>o. 
i=l 
M in Proposition 1 corresponds to ys, - ’ in Bolthausen’s [ 1 ] Theorem 2. 
Moreover Proposition 1 gives a slightly better estimate, because ny* 2 sf. 
The main result of this paper is the following nonuniform bound of 
Ip(Cy=l xi<x)-@(x)I. 
THEOREM. Let 0 < A4 < i and 1 Xi/ < h4, 1 < i < n. Furthermore suppose 
that N n,* < d. Then there exists a constant 0 < C < m, such that for all 
XER, 
lp (!, xi~x)-@tx)~ 
< C(M ln(e + M2) + N$) exp[ - 1x1/5 ln( 1 + 1x1)]. 
As a consequence we obtain a result with another norming term. 
COROLLARY 1. Let 0 < M < 4 and ( Xi( < M, I,< i < n and suppose that 
N n,26 := lE( ICY=, lE(Xf/& ,) - 1 I’+‘) < 1 for a 6 > 0. Assume further that 
I/C:= 1 E(Xf/@-,)I[ g) < v2 for some constant v 2 3. Then there exists a 
constant 0 < Cd < co, depending only on 6, such that for all x E R, 
< C6(M ln(e + M-*) + N!,!$:+2S) ) evC - Ixll(4v) WI+ WI )I. 
The above theorem is an extension of (1.5) to the case 6 = co. We can 
also derive a result, which corresponds to the case 6 = 0. In the proof we 
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will use the theorem and especially the fact that the bound does not depend 
on the length n of the mds. Motivated by (1.1) and (1.2) we define the 
norming term 
N n.0 :=iE 
(I 
i lE(x:p-,)-l , 
i=l i) 
and, for any E > 0, the so-called Lindeberg term, 
L(n, E) := i lE(XfZ( lX,l > E)). 
i= 1 
COROLLARY 2. Let O<B< 4, L(n, B) < f, and N,,,< $. Then there 
exists a constant 0 < C < co, such that for all x E R, 
G C{B ln(e + Be’) + L(n, /?)‘I3 + N,!$) &. 
The bound in Corollary 2 is sharp in all terms. Obviously, it is exact 
w.r.t. the nonuniform part. Now consider the uniform case: In Example 2 
of Bolthausen [l] N,,, and L(n, B,) with /I, := 2n-“* are zero and the 
convergence rate n-“2 In(n) is exact. In Example 3 of Bolthausen [l] 
L(n, /I,,) disappears with /I, := 2n-“‘, too; N,,, is of order n-‘13 and the 
convergence rate is also n-‘13. So the exponent i in N,,, is exact. The fact 
that $ in L(n,j3) is also sharp, even when N,,, =O, may be seen from the 
next example. 
EXAMPLE. Let n 2 2 and u, := l/in(n). X “,,, . . . . X,,,- 1, Y,,,, . . . . Y,,*, are 
independent r.v. with 6R{X,,i} = N(0, (1 -mi)/(n- l)), 1 <idn- 1, 
P( Yn,” = +a,) = 4 and 9’{ Y,,i} = N(0, ai/n), n + 1 < i< 2n. 
Let N,-, :=C;::X,,i, Xn,n:= Y,,,W,- 1 E CO, d), and Xn,i := 
Y”,iZ(N,-,4[O,cr,]),n+l~id2n.ThenC?”=,IE(X~,i/~“,i-,)=l, 
for /I,, = ui and an easy computation shows that the convergence rate is 
also ~1,. 
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2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we present some lemmata, which we will need within the 
proofs of the theorem and its corollaries. For this, given a random variable 
X and t > 0, let 
D(x):=sup{~P(x~U)-@(u)~;UER} 
d(X, t) := sup{ jP(X< U) - @(u)l; U> t}. 
Denote by q (resp. @) the density (resp. distribution) function of the 
standard normal distribution. 
The first result is a generalization of Hlusler and Joos [6, Lemma 21. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f: R + R, be a continuous, on R\(O), continuously dif 
ferentiable function with f(0) = 0 and f(x) = f( -x) Vx E R. Let f ( R + be 
strictly increasing and f(x) > x2/2 for all x E R. Let X and Y be r.v. and 
Y := II E(f ( W-VII co <co. Then,forallt>OandO<r,s<t, 
d(X, t) G d(X+ Y, t - r) + rcp(t - r) 
2Y 2Y +T~(s)+f(tYs)+f(r)D(X). 
In Hlusler and Joos [6] the case f(x) = (xl p is considered. The exten- 
sion to the general case needed here is straightforward. If X and Y are inde- 
pendent and Y is normally distributed, the inequality in Lemma 2.1 can be 
sharpened as follows; the proof is based on the same ideas as the proof of 
Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf X and Y are independent r.v. with 9{ Y> = N(0, k2), 
k > 0, then, for all x > 0 and 0 < a -C x, 
d(X, x) < d(X+ Y, x - a) + kq(a/k) + acp(x - a) + 2D(X)@( -a/k). 
The next result generalizes Lemma 1 in HHusler [4] to the case of condi- 
tional probabilities. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let (Xi, q, 1~ i< n) be a mds and o be a stopping time. 
Then for all y, u, v > 0: 
+w i=$+, W/Rl)>W) ( 
+2exp[t(l-ln(l+$))]. 
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From Lemma 2.3 and Fubini’s theorem we obtain by easy computations 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (Xi, e, 1 < i < n) be a mds, z be a stopping time, and 
a > 0. Assume that [Xi1 < a1’2, 1 < i< n, and Cy=,+, lE(Xf/e- 1) 6 a. Let 
f:R++lR+ be strictly increasing and continuously dtfferentiable. Then 
<f(0)+2J” exp[u(l-in(l+u))] f’(u)du. 
0 
The first part of the next lemma is Lemma 1 of Bolthausen [ 1 ] and is 
stated here for the sake of easy reference. The second part follows from 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 by an appropriate choice of the function jI 
LEMMA 2.5. Let (Xi, E, 1 < i,< n) be a mds, z be a stopping time, and 
O<a,< 1. Assume that IX,1 ~a’/~, 1 <i<n, and Cr=r+I lE(Xf/e,-,)<a. 
Then : 
0) 
(ii) For all f< 9, p < 1 there is a constant 0 < C,,, < co, depending 
only on 9 and p, such that for all x > 3: 
+Cs,e[D(j, X.)+a”‘]exp[-@~ln(l+x)]. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let R > 0 and f: Iw + + [w + be defined by f(x) = 
exp[-Rx ln(1 +x/R)]. Then there is a constant 0 < C, < co, depending 
only on R, such that for all r.v. X and real numbers 0 < 9, E < 1, 1> 0, t > 1, 
E(f(lt-XI 2-l)) 
~C,[d(X,(l-&)t)+D(X)f(t&l-‘)+f(t9~-’)+~cp((l-9)t)]. 
Proof According to Fubini’s theorem we have 
~(f(lt-Xln-‘)) 
I 
m 
= Wftlt-Xl n-‘)>Y)dy 
0 
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= 
s 
to qt-aU<x<t+nu)(-l)f’(u)du 
0 
< s 
O” [@(r+nu)-@(t-nu)](-l)f’(u)df4 
0 
d(X, t - nu)( - 1) f’(u) du + 2D(X) jt;,-, (- 1) f’(u) du 
G I “‘-’ lucp(t - Au)( - 1) f’(u) du + jl;-, (- 1) f’(u) du 0 
+C,d(X, (l-~)t)+2D(X)f(tsA~~) 
<C,A,((l -I!qt)+f(tW’) 
+ C,d(X, (1 -s)t)+2D(X)J(tsl-‘). 1 
The proof of our final lemma is an easy technical exercise and therefore 
omitted. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let X and Y be 1.0. Then 
D(Y) < D(X) + (2~))“~ a + P( IX- YJ > a) Va>O 
(0 
d(Y, t)<d(X, t-a)+acp(t-a)+P(IX- YI >a) VO<a<t. 
(ii) For any s> 1 with E(lX- Yl”) < 1 there exists a constant C, such 
that 
D(Y)<D(x)+c,lE(pc-- Yly’(l+s) 
and for all t > 0, 
d(Y, t)<d(X, t,‘2)+C,E((X- Y\S)“(‘+S)t-S. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let f < p < 1 and C = C(p) be a finite constant depending only on p. 
Setting uf := lE(Xf/z- r), 1 < i<n, we suppose first x1=, frt = 1. Let 
Z 1, ***, Z,,< be r.v. with 9{Zi}=N(0, l), 9{r}=N(O,k’), 3M2<k2<1, 
and let pn, Z, , . . . . Z,, 5 be independent. Then A?{~~=, uiZi) =Z?(O, 1). By 
Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 1 we have for ~33, O< k2< 1, 
O<a<(l -p)x, 
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d 
+Mln(e+bf-2)@ . 
(3.1) 
Now, fix x> 12 and t3px. For 1 dmdn let 
Ai:= i a; + k2, w, := f oizi+5, 
i=m+l i=m+l 
m-l 
U, t= C Xi, T,,, := (t - U,) A,‘. 
i=l 
Then 
and, therefore, 
i=l > ( i=l > 
where 0<9,, t?,<l. 
Set N := [AC*]. Following Bolthausen [l] we define stopping times 
O=:T,<T, Q . . . <z,+, :=n by 
Tj:=inf IE {O,...,n>; i of>,jM2 , 
{ 1 
l<j<N. 
i= 1 
Forj= 1, . . . . N+ 1 and m = 1, . . . . n on the event {z+ 1 <m < r,}, we have 
,Ii>max(l-(j+1)M2,0}+k2=:;1~, (3.3) 
,I;<l-(j-1)M2+k2=:X;. (3.4) 
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Consequently, 
i ~(I~,13~,31cp”(~,-~,~,~,1)l) 
l?l=l 
N+l 
x;Iq”(T, - e,x,n,‘)l . 
> 
(3.5) 
Define 
m-1 
R, := c Xi, A, := {IRA G It- UT,-,+11/2} 
i=r,-I+1 
and functions II/, p, q: R + R, by 
Ii/(u) :=suP(Icp”cY)l; Y> bw- I>, 
~(4 := exPbl4 W + l4/~)1- 1, 
q(u) := Xi’p(u/Q. 
On the event A,, we have 
I~“(Tm-Bn3xmIz~‘)I GJl(lr-~,_,+Il/xj)* 
Using this fact and Ii/(u) < C( 1 + p(u))-’ Vu E R, we obtain, by Lemma 2.6, 
zj,, :=E( 2 x;Icp”(T,-e,x,Iz,‘)I I(&)) 
m=r,-,+1 
Using WX +, + 1 Xi)‘/E,,_,) < 1 -(j- 1)M2 and Lemma 2.5, we obtain 
Zj,16CM2 d i Xi,(l-~)t/2 
[( i= 1 > 
+(~(~,Xi)+~j)~+p(ll~2~j))]. t3e6) 
To estimate 
Ij.2 :=E( 2 X~(Cp”(T~-08,XmA~1)l Z(Az)), 
m=r,-,+ 1 
~~fi~~~j~~~~~~~,~,,,~~,lCf~~,~,+~~~l~I~-~U,,~,+~l/2}. Then 
Zj,, < 2M2P(Bj). 
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Lemma 2.4 yields 
since IX,l <M<Zj and C%,_,+, E(Xf/%- ,) < 2M2 < 1;. This implies 
Ij,,<CM2E(min(l;q(t- I!I,,-,+,)~‘I,~?}) 
i&(1-&t/2 
i= 1 > 
(3.7) 
From (3.6) and (3.7) it follows that 
,<CM* Mln(e+AK*)+X.- 
[ 
1 1 
jP(Pti2) +P(tl(2X,)) ’ 1 
For similar reasons the same bound holds for the second term on the right- 
hand side of (3.2). So, we have, for all x > 12 and t > px, 
Nfl 
<CM41n(e+M-2) 1 4,:’ 
j=I 
N+l 
+ cwp(pt/2) - I c 5&,:” 
j=l 
N+I 
+ CM3 c p(t/(21j))-’ 4,:” 
j=l 
1 
~CM21n(e+M-2)k-‘+CMln(e+M-2)- 
P(PU2) 
+ CMp(t/(2 J-iTP,)-‘, (3.8) 
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and, since the right-hand side is decreasing in t, we obtain 
sup P i x,+t<t 
il ( > ( 
-P i cr,z,+<<t 
)I 1 
; t>px 
i=l i=l 
<CM21n(e+M2)k-1+CMln(e+M-2) 
1 1 
xpo+cM p(px/(2 &Tm)’ 
We use this estimate in (3.1) to obtain 
d 
1 
<CM*ln(e+M-*)k-‘+CMln(e+M-*)p 
P(P2X/2) 
1 
+CM 
P(PXN J-1) 
+Ckxexp[-x2/16]+Ckq % 
0 
with 3M2<k2<l, x212, O<a<(l-p)x. 
Suppose first Mexp[fxln(l + x)] G 1. Then with k := 
&Mexp[~xln(l+x)], a:=(l-p)kx, we see that 
d(.+ >- x < CMln(e + M-*)[l/p(p*x/2) + l/p(px/(2 JIG))]. (3.9) 
Suppose now that M exp[ix ln( 1 + x)] > 1. By Lemma 2.4, 
GC(p(x)+l)V’+exp[-x2/2] 
<Cexp[-pxln(1 +x/p)] 
< CM exp[ - (p - l/2) x ln( 1 + x/p)]. 
Now choose p = 0.984 to obtain, with (3.9) for all x > 8, 
d(!,X.,x)<CMln(e+M-*)exp[ -&ln(l+x)]. 
For 0 <x < 8 we use the uniform rate of Proposition 1 to obtain the same 
bound. So we have shown, that if xy=, 02 = 1, then for all x E R, 
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<CMln(e+M-2)exp 
L . 
-gln(l+ 1x1) , 1 (3.10) 
taking into account that the case x < 0 follows from the just proved case, 
applied to (-A’,,& l<i<n). 
Now we consider the general case where C;= 1 crt may be different from 
one.Witha:=IIC7=,IE(X,2/~-,)IJ,wehave$~l-N,,.~a~l+N,*~~. 
Let txi)i> n be a sequence of T.v., such that F”, X,,, 1, . . . are independent 
and P(Xi=&M)=$ for i>n. Set ~:=a{~~,X,,+,,...,Xi} for i>n and 
z:=max{l~~;~f~~[E(X~/~~,)~a}.Ofcourse,n~’z~n+[2N~,,M~~] 
=:k-1. Moreover, set Yi:=Xil(r>i) for i<k-1 and 
Yk:=XkM-l a- i E(x;/$,I_l) 
( > 
112 
i=l 
Then 
i lE(Y;ppl)=a 
i= 1 
lyil GM for l<i<k. 
With (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12) we obtain, for all XE R, 
d CA4 ln(e + Me2) exp 
[ 
-J-ln(l+ [xl/J;;) 
2.1 & 1 , 
and, furthermore, 
I@(xu-“~) - @(x)1 G CN~!~ 1x1 exp[ -x2/3]. 
This implies that for all x E R, 
lp (jl yi~x)-aOl 
<CMln(e+M-2)exp 
[ 
-*ln(l+$+)] 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
+ CNL(f (xl exp[ -x2/3]. (3.13) 
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From (3.13) it follows that 
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(3.14a) 
and, for x>O, 
d(jl Yi,X)$CN:!:(l+x)eXpl-X2/31 
+CMln(e+MP2)exp 
[ . 
--2-$=ln(l +x/J;;)]. 
a 
(3.14b) 
Since E(Ic~=,,+ I Yi12/Fn) < 2N,,., it follows from Lemma 2.5 that 
and, for x > 3 (with 9 = 0.95, p = $), 
d(~lxi~x)Gd(jl yips> 
+C{D(i, Yi)+M+N:(:}exp[-Fh(l+x)] 
<C{Mln(e+M-2)+N~!~} exp -Tln(l +x) , 1 
and so we have proved the theorem in the case x20. The case x<O 
follows from the one just proved, applied to (-Xi, 3, 1 <i 4 n). I 
4. PROOF OF THE COROLLARIES 
Proof of Corollary 1. Let M< /I c ) and z := sup{Z~ (0, . . . . n>; 
Cf=, IE(X:/@-I)< 1 +/I’>. M oreover, set Y, := X,Z(r 2 i), 1 < i < n. Then 
i E(X:/&,)>1+/?2 
i=l 
<8- 2 - 2SNn. 26 
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and, therefore by Lemma 27(i), 
(4.la) 
and, for x>O, 
d(~I&+oI L-9+Bp2-‘“%2c5. (4.lb) 
Let ( yi)i>n be independent r.v. with P( Y,f M) = 4. For v := mini/E N; 
cf=, E(Y:/%zil,)>1-82), we have v<n+ [IV-~]=: N. SettingZi:= Yi, 
l<i<n,andZi:=YiI(v>i),n+l<i,<N,weobtain 
which implies, by Lemma 2.7(i), 
and, for x>O, 
d(!, Y.,x)Qd(~,Zi,x)+P-‘~‘“N.,2n. (4.2b) 
The variables Zi satisfy lZil < A4 and 1 -/I’< Cr=, lE(Zf/R 1) 6 1 + 8’. 
The theorem gives 
(4.3a) 
and, for x > 0, 
Choosing p := (M+ N,.2s “(3+26))/3 we get the uniform version. W.r.t. the 
nonuniform bound we assume first 
j3 := (M+ Nfi!i;+26) ) exp[x/(4v) ln( 1 + x/u)] < 4. 
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Then 
dC(1I4ln(e+M-~)+iV~~~+~~~ ) exp[ -x/(40) ln(1 +x/u)]. (4.4) 
Now we assume fi := (M+ Nfrig+26)) exp[x/(4v) ln( 1 +x/u)] 2 f. Then 
+2P i E(X;/~-l)>u2 
( i=l > 
+2exp[t(l--ln(l+%))] 
and 
< C exp [ - x/(2u) ln( 1 + x/u)] 
< C(M+ N;($3,+2”’ ) exp[ -x/(4u) ln( 1 +X/U)] 
@(-x)<exp[-x2/2] 
d C(A4 + zvyg+ 2&l ) expC -x/(4u) In( 1 + x/u)]. 
The last two estimates and (4.4) yield the nonuniform assertion. 1 
Proof of Corollary 2. Let, for 1 < i < n, 
Fi := XiZ( IXi( > 8) - E(XiZ( IXi( > b)/e9- 1)s 
Then 
E i&Xi2 
(I I) ( 
GE i XfZ(lXil>~) 
i=l i=l i=l > 
and, therefore by Lemma 2.7(ii), 
~(IZ,X.)GD(~~Xi)+CL(n,P)1’3 
and, for x > 0, 
(4Sa) 
683/36/2-12 
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Setting T := sup(l~ (0, . . . . n}; Cf= 1 lE(Xy/E- ,) Q l} and Yi := ziZ(f 2 i), 
1 ,<i<q we have, for a>/?, 
Take a := /I + L(n, fi)1’3 + N$ to obtain, by Lemma 2.7(i), 
+ C[j? + L(n, pp3 +N$] (4.6a) 
and, for x > 5, take a := (j3 + L(n, /?)‘/3 + N$) x/5, to obtain 
Let tyi)i,, be independent r.v. with P(Yj= kp)= 5. For v :=max{Z~ tV; 
c:=, w:/~-,)G l} we have n < v <n + [fi-2] =: k. Set Zi := Y,Z(v > i), 
1 <i,<k. Then, for all ha/I, 
P 
(I 
i Yj-;zi>b 
i=l i=l I > 
=IP(z(r=n)li~+,Zil>~)~E([l-~,E(B:/~-~)] 
xl 
( 
i E(X,2/*-,)<1 
>> 
b-Z~b-2C2L(n,B)+N,*,]. 
i-1 
Now, let b := j? + L(n, /I)‘/‘+ N!$. Then 
+ C/3 + CL(n, p)” + CN$ (4.7a) 
and, for x > 10 with b := [p + L(n, p)‘13 + Nfij!J x/10, 
d (4.7b) 
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Since lZ,l<2fl, 1~i~N,and1-j?2~~iN_11E(Z~/~~,)<1,wecanapply 
the theorem and obtain, for all XEW, 
~(++ 1 
Q(x) < Cj ln(e + BP’) exp[ - Ix]/5 ln( 1 + (xl )I, 
which finishes the proof. 1 
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